You can access the advanced search options by clicking on the Advanced link above the magnifying glass.
On the advanced search screen, you’ll see several options that will give you more control of your search.

On the left side of the screen you can choose to search within a specific part of the document, like the author’s name or the title.

You can choose whether you want to search for an exact match, or simply look for documents that start with or contain your search terms.
On the right side of the page, you can choose to limit your results by material type, if you’re just looking for books, or articles, for example.

You can also choose to limit by language or publication date.
If you’ve already run a basic search for your topic, you can make many of the selections from the advanced search screen directly from the search results screen.

Just look to the left of your search results to see all of the filtering options. You can choose to limit your results by material type, author, and subject, and you’ll see additional options, such as limiting to peer reviewed sources.

These tools can help you narrow your searches and make them more relevant.